
Specifically created to support the existing cleaning 

crew with manual work while enabling them to 

perform supervisory duties. LionsBot’s range of 

LeoBots help to speed up the cleaning tasks while 

delivering greater cleaning consistency.

The family comprises of 4 different models, 

each is made to perform a specific function, so 

as to achieve maximum efficiency in its 

cleaning operation. 

A crowd pleaser. They are able to inform, entertain 

and even exchange a simple conversation with you 

upon activation via QR code.

LionsBot has a well-planned and 
comprehensive approach to building 

safe cleaning robots.

From the physical design, to the 
advanced sensors and special 

mechanisms, they are all thoughtfully 
devised and incorporated to minimise 

any unsafe situations from arising.

Meet the
LeoBots

Specialised Floor Cleaning Robots

Class Leading 
Safety Features

The multiple, versatile cleaning modes 
cater to different facilities and situations.

The cleaning robots are able to operate by 
solo mode or in a team; and in manual or 
automatic mode.

Upon finishing their assigned duties, the 
smart robots self-dock, and are able to 
automatically recharge, refill clean water 
and discharge waste water.

Flexible Cleaning Modes
LeoBots are great team 
players. All of them can be 
linked and assigned to work 
together. Smart cleaning is 
achieved via data sharing 
among the robots for full 
scale cleaning operations, 
or to get the cleaning 
completed at a faster time.

Teamwork

Carpet Hard Floor

BOOK A 
FREE DEMO  

NOW

Call us on 
1300 347 347



Operate Robots Anywhere,
Anytime, via LionsClean App

Share Real-Time Updates
to Monitor Cleaning

Receive a Compiled Report Provide 24x7 Cloud
Service Support

Manage Robots Tracking

LionsOS

Manual control 
if needed.

LeoScrub

LeoMop

LeoVac

LeoPull

Scrubbing expert. Uses up to 70% less 
water with high cleaning results. 

Silent mopper. Leaves behind
much drier floors.

Vacuum genius. Comes with Optional 
HEPA filter for cleaner air.

Small but strong worker.
Able to pull 450kg Bin.

LionsOS empowered 
LeoBots free you from 
constant maintenance 
concerns as the cloud 

infrastructure allows 
you to:
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